
Practicing Our Faith: Honoring the Body 
A sermon preached by Emily Hull McGee  

at First Baptist Church on Fifth, Winston-Salem, NC, on June 18, 2017 

 I’ve told you about my professor and mentor, James Dunn, who once 

began a class with the prayer, “Lord, we thank you for all your good gifts. And 
today, we thank you especially for those gifts that come in flesh packages.” 

 It’s the flesh packages we’re discussing this morning, as together we 
explore the first of twelve practices of the Christian faith. You might remember 

from last week the definition Dorothy Bass gives, saying, “Christian practices are 

things Christian people do together over time in response to and in the light of 
God’s active presence for the life of the world in Christ Jesus.”  They emerge 1

from our experience with the presence of God, and when woven together, these 
practices “suggest the patterns of a faithful Christian way of life for our time.”  2

Today we’re talking about the practice of honoring the body. But why, you might 

wonder, should we do that? What’s so special about this body of mine, because 
all I see are all the things I’d change about it? 

The God-Given Body 
 Pastor Peter Marty once told a story of angels who grew bothered when 

they learned that God was planning to make human beings in God’s own image. 

“How can something so precious and powerful be entrusted to this creature?,” 
they wondered. So they plotted to hide the image of God where no one would 

ever think to look for it. “Let’s put it at the bottom of the sea where no one ever 
goes,” one angel suggested. “No, let’s go to the top of the highest mountain that 

no one will ever scale,” another said. Suggestion after suggestion came in, but 

none felt right. Then the voice of the shrewdest of them all rang out, “Let’s hide 
the divine image in the face of every man and woman. That is the last place in 

 Dorothy Bass, Practicing Our Faith: A Way of Life for a Searching People, p5. This book has 1

informed the whole sermon!
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the world they will look for it.” So the angels hid the precious divine image within 

human beings, where it has resided ever since.  3

 In our daily lives, we might see God in the mountains or the shoreline. We 
might catch a glimpse of the Divine in coincidences or patterns, in events or holy 

moments. But it is only, uniquely in the human body that God created in God’s 
image. Only one way our text tells us that God is imaged in the world, letting us 

in on a secret about the reality of God, and that is through humans! Unlike gods 

who are cast in stone and fixed in bronze, our God says that the human is where 
God is most easily captured. However imperfect or lacking, male and female 

together bear no less than the very reflection of God in this world.  4

 Even as God was creating all the other things of this world, speaking into 

being the light and dark, day and night, sea and sky, it was with God’s hands 

that the first humans were formed and to the humans alone that God spoke. 
Psalm 139 reminds us that “God placed God’s hands on me.” It seems that in 

creation, even God needed to get the divine proverbial hands dirty! Rowan 
Williams reminds us that “we are created so that we may be caught up in [God’s 

desire for us]; so that we may grow into the wholehearted love of God by 

learning that God loves us as God loves God.  5

 And, of course, we see the fullest experience of divine and human together 

in the form of Jesus Christ. Healing the sick, giving sight to the blind, releasing 
the demons, raising the dead, feeding the hungry, blessing the children, 

straightening the crooked — Jesus’s ministry was as fleshly and earthy as his life. 

Surrounded by bodies who he would transform and ones with whom he’d later 

 Story told by Peter Marty in a sermon called “Image of God,” which can be found here: https://3

www.livinglutheran.org/2015/08/image-god/ 

 Theology of creation of humankind formed, in part, by Walter Brueggemann’s exquisite 4

commentary: Genesis, Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for Teaching and Preaching, pp 24-34.

 Rowan Williams, “The Body’s Grace,” http://www.anglican.ca/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/5

the-bodys-grace.pdf 
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break bread and say “this is my body, given for you,” Jesus understood the need 

to honor the needs of the body.  

 The stories are legion, but one I love shows us about the way the body 
serves as a conduit of energy. Chris and Katie read for us this story of the 

bleeding woman. Twelve years of suffering, she had been cast off and left out, 
isolated from intimacy and meaningful relationship, betrayed by the body in 

which she lived. Twelve years of bleeding means death — economically, 

psychologically, religiously, relationally, physically. Her approach of Jesus 
stemmed from the utter desperation for this final hope, as she slips through the 

crowd and comes up secretly from behind. Immediately, Mark says, she was 
healed. Immediately, the scourge stops, the strength returns, the body is made 

whole. And Jesus felt it! In his own human body, he felt his strength subside, his 

energy recede. He knew in those muscles and sinews and bones that something 
had transpired in the body of another.  In a moment, her body was surely a 6

temple of the Spirit of God! 
The Abused Body 

 As much as we can hear that our bodies are beloved, our bodies are 

temples, our bodies bear the image of God, you and I both know that this 
invitation to honor those bodies are invitations so often ignored or discarded. 

Instead, we find ways to abuse the body, both our own and others.  
 Each and every day - today being no exception - headlines scream about 

bodies who have been exploited, murdered, harassed, abused, harmed, ignored, 

and left behind. When humanness is reduced to this zero-sum game of “what 
can I get from what you have?,” bodies get caught in the middle. Used for 

pleasure, for anger, for fear, for fun, for sport, the body of another becomes an 
outlet for one’s own issues, stripping another of dignity, abundance, and life but 

adding a heaping of shame, guilt, and violence. Bodies are demeaned and 

devalued, neglected and humiliated. 

 Beautiful reading of this passage from Elizabeth Moltmann-Wendel, I am My Body, p viii-xi.6
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 Our bodies aren’t just mistreated by others, as so often - intentionally or 

not - we hurt ourselves. What might begin innocently as a glass of wine each 

night at the end of a long day, or a painkiller to take the edge off, or a bag of 
chips binge-eaten in despair, or an exercise routine rigidly and increasingly 

maintained — each of these could easily slide into a full blown addiction to 
numb and ravage the body, or a slow-moving pattern of indifference, laziness, or 

negligence. What could start as one nip here and one tuck there could warp our 

mind into seeing every line or crease or spot as bad or unworthy. What 
originates as a desire to express one’s God-given sexuality can devolve into a 

pattern of pleasure and shame.  
 And even if we have lived lives free of harm inflicted to our body by 

another or by ourselves, each and every one of us experiences some measure of 

suffering in our bodies. We age, we get sick, we break a bone, we lose a function. 
The things that once came easy to our bodies suddenly are belabored or beyond 

our capacity. Poet Jane Kenyon says it best, describing “our long struggle to be 
at home in the body,” and “this difficult friendship” we try to maintain with it.  7

Whether prompted by outside abuse, internal violence, or inflicted suffering, we 

sure do struggle with these fleshly packages of ours. 
The Honored Body 

 And so I wonder today: what might it look like to practice a way of life that 
honors the body? What small shifts might we do to love again this temple of 

ours that bears no less than the image of God? In her chapter of Practicing Our 

Faith, Stephanie Paulsell reminds us that honoring the body is a thoroughly 
Christian practice.  Throughout our story as a people, we have been those who 8

honor the body in all its mysteries, but also in all its specificities: through 
bathing, and clothing, and nourishing, and blessing, and exerting, and resting, 

 As quoted by Stephanie Paulsell in the chapter “Honoring the Body,” from Dorothy Bass’s 7

Practicing Our Faith, p15.

 This paragraph stems from both Paulsell’s chapter and her stand-alone book about the topic 8

called Honoring the Body: Meditations on a Christian Practice.
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and lovemaking, and worshiping. We honor our bodies when we bathe them in 

the same love and extravagance that the woman once bathed Jesus’s feet in oil 

and wiped with her hair, or the same intention that Jesus modeled in bathing his 
disciples feet. We honor our bodies when we clothe them in the same spirit 

displayed in Colossians, “clothed with compassion, kindness, humility, meekness, 
patience, and love.”  We honor our bodies when we nourish the body with food 9

that strengthens and delights, connecting us ever more firmly to the earth from 

which we were formed and to the table where we receive the grace of God. We 
honor our bodies when we exert and rest the body in rhythms of joy, learning 

when to test our limits and when to rest them, and remaining ever mindful of the 
connection between our mind, our soul, and our body. We honor our bodies 

when we affirm the goodness of our sexual selves in relationships of mutuality, 

respect, and love. We honor our bodies in worship, where as a gathered, beloved 
community we rise and sing, bow and pass peace, kneel and anoint, come and 

see. 
 What might honoring the body look like for you? Perhaps it might mean 

laying aside a manner in which you are inflicting harm upon your body, either in 

physical action or inaction, words or thoughts. Instead of thinking of all you wish 
you could change as you looked at yourself in the mirror each morning, what if 

you said ‘I am a child of God, made in the image of God, full of grace and 
beauty.’ Instead of seeing the lingering roundness in your frame from the one 

whose life formed within you, what if you recalled the ways the experience of 

birth or bringing new life into your family revealed God to you? Or perhaps you 
might need a bit more intentionality in the relationship you have with your body, 

finding new ways to connect with God through your arms and legs, eyes and 
ears and nose. Instead of hurrying through the bodily tasks of your day - the 

bathing, dressing, freshening, tending, caregiving, touching - what if you prayed 

 Colossians 3:12-149
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through each one, giving thanks to God for the capacities you have and what 

your body can do? 

 My guess is that you might experience anew the mystery of the God in 
whose image you were created and the love of the God whose face you bear.  

 On this Father’s Day, I share with you a story my friend Scott once shared 
about the most special and transformative gift he ever got from his dad. You 

see, his dad was in the final stages of cancer, which had ravaged his body and 

diminished his once strong and clear voice. He knew he wouldn’t get to watch 
Scott’s boys grow tall and strong, but he thought of a gift that would allow his 

very finite body to carry on even after it had given out. And so he found a copy 
of the children’s book Goodnight Moon that had a recordable component to it. 

So as Scott and his three boys would pile up in the bed for the final story before 

drifting to sleep, they’d hear the gruff and raspy voice of their father and 
grandfather, bidding goodnight to the house and the mouse, the room and the 

moon, leaving with them a final piece of his human life that would echo from 
generation to generation. 

 Amen! 
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